
Making OneLife Dashboard Pictures for Account Backups 

 

I have heard complaints that many 

OneLife members are finding out that their OneCoins and Cash data are not correct, and  

That all of that data may be zeroed out. 

 

I have also heard some complaints that 

When some of these members have contacted OneLife to complain - 

Then OneLife replies that  

They cannot even find any record of their account! 

 

I have been told that 

The only way that OneLife says that 

The only way that they can get this fixed and get the account data reinstated  

Is for you to have pictures of the account's Dashboard pages emailed to OneLife. 

 

So - Make your Dashboard Backup Photo Pages NOW! 

 

Here’s how: 

 

Logon and see your main Dashboard page. 

 

Zoom out (or in) to get all of the info you need to see on your screen. 

Zoom out using Ctrl and - (at the same time). 

Zoom in using Ctrl and Shift and + (at the same time). 

 

Also, make sure that you can see your Account Name (Login ID) in the upper left of your screen. 

I have to hold my mouse over the picture icon on the upper left to get the left hand vertical black menu 

to expand to the right, then I can see my ID name. 

If you need to do that, make sure that you do that for every picture. 

 

Now the size is set, and you not need to reset it for these pictures. 

 

Now with all of that data on the screen, 

Push the key just to the right of F12 (on most computers). 

It will say something like PrintScreen or an abbreviation like that. 

That will place a copy of your WHOLE SCREEN into your computer's copy buffer. 

 

Now, just first clicking somewhere else and  

Then by using Ctrl-v (pressed at the same time) – 

That will paste that picture anywhere that you want. 

 

I opened up Word in Landscape orientation to get a big work area,  

Clicked on it, and did Ctrl-v to paste the picture into that Word page. 



Then I saved that Word file – with a specific file name (as follows). 

 

You can also just use your cell phone or a good camera to take a picture of each screen. 

Cell phone photos are taken in high resolution, and may be better that the above picture copy method. 

 

Be sure each picture that you take is good enough! 

 

Do this for each of these Dashboard shots, and 

Save them one at a time with these file names: 

 

Assume your Login ID is xyz. 

 

Make sure that you see "xyz" up in the top left of each of your pictures... 

 

The MINIMUM files you should create are: 

 

xyz - Dashboard 

xyz - Dashboard - Profile 

xyz - Dashboard - My Accounts - OneCoin 

xyz - Dashboard - My Accounts - Cash 

and if you have one 

xyz - Dashboard - My Accounts - CoinSafe 

 

So that is at least 4 pictures for that one account, labeled "xyz". 

 

Save them all in a folder of "Dashboard Pictures". 

 

Then repeat all of this for all of your Dashboard accounts. 

 


